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KEY=AND - TATE MORENO
Mastering the Case Interview The Complete Guide to Management,
Marketing, and Strategic Consulting Case Interviews Mastering the Case
Interview outlines the essential interview principles and identiﬁes
strategies you can use to master the case analysis. It oﬀers an overview of
the most common types of problems given in case interviews, outlines a
framework for approaching each type of case, and provides a variety of
case interview examples. In addition, this book oﬀers detailed advice on
how to manage the interview process: it includes speciﬁc interview
guidelines, provides sample questions and answers, and outlines practical
strategies on how to ace the case interview. Case in Point Complete Case
Interview Preparation Ingram Case Interview Secrets A Former McKinsey
Interviewer Reveals how to Get Multiple Job Oﬀers in Consulting Cheng, a
former McKinsey management consultant, reveals his proven,
insider'smethod for acing the case interview. Case in Point Complete Case
Interview Preparation "Cosentino demystiﬁes the consulting case
interview. He takes you inside a typical interview by exploring the various
types of case questions and he shares with you a system that will help you
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answer today's most sophisticated case questions"--Page [4] of cover. The
Case Interview Workbook: 60 Case Questions for Management Consulting
with Solutions Independently Published The Case Interview Workbook
contains 60 case questions for management consulting interviews, with
complete solutions. Every case is compiled and edited by a team of exconsultants from McKinsey & Company, the Boston Consulting Group, and
Bain & Company. This book ﬁlls the gap left by others by providing you
with plenty of high-quality cases to practice on before your interview.
Many cases are from actual interviews at the top-tier ﬁrms and cannot be
found elsewhere. After working through this book, you will be prepared for
every type of case question you may encounter: market sizing, estimation,
operations, industry analysis, pricing, growth strategy, marketing,
investment, M&A, market entry, customer segmentation, proﬁtability,
valuation, logic, issue identiﬁcation, cost analysis, market expansion, and
brainteasers, to name a few. These cases will help you prepare for
interviews at leading management consulting ﬁrms, including McKinsey &
Company, The Boston Consulting Group, Bain & Company, Oliver Wyman,
Strategy& (formerly Booz & Company), A.T. Kearney, Roland Berger, and
L.E.K, as well as for consulting roles at large ﬁrms such as Accenture,
Deloitte, PwC, EY, and KPMG. Note that is a workbook, designed to
complement other preparation books. You will have a hard time solving
these cases without learning ﬁrst elsewhere how to do so, e.g. which
frameworks to use, how to use them, and how to structure a solution.
Hacking the Case Interview Your Shortcut Guide to Mastering Consulting
Interviews Createspace Independent Publishing Platform To land a
management consulting job at any of the top ﬁrms, including McKinsey,
Bain, BCG, Deloitte, Oliver Wyman, and Accenture, you must get through
several rounds of case interviews. Whether your interview is in a few
weeks or even tomorrow, this book is written to get you the maximum
amount of knowledge in the least amount of time. Think of this book as
taking the express lane towards beginning to master consulting case
interviews. I cut out all of the ﬁller material that some other consulting
books have, and tell you everything that you need to know in a clear and
direct way. With this shortcut guide, you will: Understand and become
proﬁcient at the nine diﬀerent parts of a case interview, and know exactly
what to say and do in each step Learn the only framework strategy that
you need to memorize to craft unique and tailored frameworks for every
possible case scenario Gain knowledge of basic business terms and
principles so that you can develop an astute business intuition Acquire the
skills to solve any market sizing or other quantitative problem Uncover
how to diﬀerentiate yourself from the thousands of other candidates who
are ﬁghting to get the same job you are Practice your case interview skills
with included practice cases and sample answers Mastering the Case
Interview The Complete Guide to Consulting, Marketing, and Management
Interviews Oﬀering detailed advice on how to ace the case interview, this
guide outlines the key interview principles, provides practical tips on
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writing a resume and carrying out the personal experience interview, and
identiﬁes strategies for mastering the case analysis. Case in Point Graph
Analysis for Consulting and Case Interviews Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform The use of complex graphs in case interviews has
exploded. You have a very short time to look at the graph, analyze it,
extract what s important and apply it to your answer. This book was
designed to help you understand the role of graphs in consulting (both
during an interview and on the job). The authors introduce the Ivy Graph
Framework, which will allow you to analyze 11 of the most popular graphs
quickly, completely, and with great conﬁdence. In addition the book
provides ten sophisticated cases with numerous graphs per case and
allows you to see how these cases unfold. There is nothing else out there
like it! Case Interview Tycho Press Game-changing tips and tricks to nail
the case interview and launch your consulting career. Management
consultants Destin Whitehurst and Erin Robinson give you need-to-know
techniques for polishing your poise and tightening your case interview
skills. 20 Days to Ace the Case Interview preps you with the nuts and bolts
of the case interview process with daily exercises, mock interviews, and
industry know-how designed to help you ace your interview. Think of this
book as your twenty-day intensive, management consulting boot camp, the
perfect supplement to your arsenal of case interview lessons and material.
With this guidebook, you will: Gain day-by-day structure: Daily case
interview exercises progressively prep you Ask the right questions:
Fundamental frameworks teach you exactly what to ask under pressure
Learn from the pros: Review real-life stories from consulting experts
Uncover unique strategies: Discover custom-developed case interview tips
straight from the authors Go oﬀ script: Adapt what you've learned with our
bonus case interview guides Case in Point: Government and Nonproﬁt:
Case Interview and Strategic Preparation for Consulting Interviews in the
Public Sector Case interviews come in all formats. The key, as an
interviewee, is being prepared. Know what the interviewer is looking for,
know the industry/sector, the jargon, the constraints and stakeholders,
and how people in the industry operate. Government and nonproﬁt cases
span a wide variety of problems, issues, stakeholders, and politics, which
makes them trickier than private sector case interviews. The Consulting
Interview Bible The Ultimate Prep Guide for Consulting Interviews Vault
Guide to the Top 50 Management and Strategy Consulting Firms, 2014
Edition Infobase Learning Vault Guides Strategy. Part 1: Learn the skills
used by the leading management consulting ﬁrms, such as McKinsey, BCG,
et al. Firmsconsulting LLC Do you want to develop a counterintuitive
strategy insight and/or lead a team to develop a counterintuitive strategy
insight? You have enough experience to know that frameworks, decision
trees, applying MECE and 80/20 principles, hypotheses, and structured
problem solving are important, but they are not enough. You know a
brilliant insight often looks like a mediocre insight. A great strategy often
looks like a bad strategy. Analysis is messy. Data is ﬂawed and misleading.
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Best practices routinely fail. Hypotheses change. Data changes. Linear
thinking often does not work. This book helps solve this problem. We
present the background to a client. You get to follow the design of the
strategy study and watch how the solution is developed. Over the past 10
years on StrategyTraining.com and FIRMSconsulting.com, you have seen us
help numerous clients solve complex business problems: developing a big
data strategy, a corporate strategy, a digital & IT strategy, a pandemic &
disaster strategy, a luxury brands strategy, a turnaround & transformation
strategy, and more—all based on the combined best practices of the author
and the ex-McKinsey, BCG et al., partners who produce all the strategy
training programs on StrategyTraining.com. This book shows you the daily
steps, actions, processes, and considerations that go into developing a
unique insight for a major company under tight timelines and intense
scrutiny. You will get to see which data is used, why it was used, which
data was discarded and why it was discarded. On a daily and weekly basis,
you will see us use strategy considerations, engagement update reports,
storyboards, analyses tools, strategy maps, client management tools and
more, summarizing the best practices from ex-McKinsey, BCG et al.,
partners and our most successful clients, to help you solve mankind’s most
pressing problems. The book helps you learn the process to solve strategy
and business problems like a strategy partner. You will get to see the
numerous contradictions, nuances, and trade-oﬀs that the highestperforming strategy thinkers face. You will learn how to make ethical and
balanced decisions based on who is the client and who is not the client.
The core of this book revolves around the daily guides to show you how the
study is designed, planned, staﬀed, structured, and run, all the way from
focus interviews to day-in-the-life-of studies to ﬁnancial analysis, ﬁnancial
modeling, and case studies. The book is divided into weeks. Each week is
split into days. Days are split into key activities and observations from the
study. While we can’t guarantee the results of each reader, clients who
have used the book and FIRMSconsulting Insiders who have used the
accompanying online training program consisting of 270+ videos on which
the book is based report: Deeper insights Greater recognition Rapid
promotions Deeper understanding of executives Happier teams Greater
productivity Project success Superior assignments The book takes you step
by step, week by week and day by day through the process to receive a
problem, frame the problem, structure the analysis, assemble the team,
manage the team, and manage the client toward the solution. You get to
go inside the mind of a strategy partner. That is the greatest beneﬁt of this
book. At times you will see references to additional resources that our
most loyal members, FIRMSconsulting Insiders and SLIDES members, have
access should they need to dive deeper into a speciﬁc topic (e.g.,
competitive strategy, digital & IT strategy, implementation, problemsolving, etc.). Note: Due to the page number restrictions for print books,
this book is split into two parts. You can follow the rest of the engagement
in Part 2. Mastering the Case Interview, 9th Edition The MBA Guide to
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Consulting, Marketing, and Management Case Analysis Cerebellum Press
Mastering the Case Interview oﬀers detailed advice on how to ace the case
interview. This book outlines the general principles of managing the case
interview, delineates the most common types of cases, and outlines a
framework for approaching each type of case. The discussion of the basic
principles of case analysis is complemented by an extensive array of
interview examples that includes 20 sample case discussions and 200
practice questions. Treatment of Disorders in Childhood and Adolescence,
Fourth Edition Guilford Publications Revision of: Treatment of childhood
disorders / edited by Eric J. Mash, Russell A. Barkley. Deutsche Bank in Asia
2009 WETFEET, INC. Case Interview Frameworks The #1 Guide for
Structuring Your Consulting Case Interview Robert Steiner You often hear
in discussions about case interviews that you should not use standard
business frameworks and concepts at all, because they just don’t ﬁt to the
speciﬁc case question and interviewers don’t like it when candidates use
standard frameworks to solve cases. However, when challenging this
shallow, generalized and popularized statements, there aren’t any of those
arguments remaining on the table. It is most deﬁnitely true that you can't
crack a realistic interview case by relying solely on standardized
frameworks - but all those business frameworks and concepts are
extremely helpful templates which you can and even should put into your
toolbox and use them whenever appropriate (if not to the full extent, at
least partly!). Such a standard business framework is just a tool - and the
tool itself is rarely good or bad, it mainly depends on how and for which
purpose you use it. With this book, you achieve all of the following: - Get a
profound overview of the most important business concepts and
frameworks needed in consulting case interviews. - Really understand
those business concepts and frameworks, instead of possessing only
knowledge of dangerous half-truths. - Impress your interviewer on how
structured and therefore client-friendly you tackle tough case interview
questions. - Quickly learn how to actually apply those frameworks to
concrete business situations, instead of just having a shallow theoretic
knowledge of them. - Be more MECE (mutually exclusive, collectively
exhaustive) in setting up your overall case structure at the beginning of
your case interview. - Better structure your answers to particular questions
later on in your case interview, again being more MECE. - Save tons of time
by having high-quality content from 10+ years of consulting and interivew
experience together in one single book. - Signiﬁcantly reduce the risk of
losing a tier-1 consulting ﬁrm job oﬀer because you were not structured
enough in your interview (and we all know how important it is to be ABS Always Be Structured). Accenture WETFEET, INC. Careers in Insurance and
Risk Management WETFEET, INC. Strategic Management and Business
Analysis Routledge Strategic Business Analysis shows students how to
carry out a strategic analysis of a business, with clear guidelines on where
and how to apply the core strategic techniques and models that are the
integral tools of strategic management. The authors identify the key
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questions in strategic analysis and provide an understandable framework
for answering these questions. Several case studies are used to focus
understanding and enable a more thorough analysis of the concepts and
issues, especially useful for students involved with case study analysis.
Accompanying the text is a CD-Rom containing the models, tutorial
guidance, and a PowerPoint presentation. A blank template is provided for
each model, enabling students to actively interact and enter their own data
- an eﬀective 'what if...' facility. This will enable students to appreciate the
limitations as well as the advantages of the strategic models. Mastering
the Job Interview, 9th Edition Cerebellum Press Mastering the Job Interview
oﬀers detailed advice on how to develop a winning interview strategy. It
outlines the basic interview principles, reveals the core skill set most
recruiters seek, and provides practical tips for preparing for the job
interview. In addition, this book oﬀers guidelines for writing an impactful
résumé that will showcase your strengths and highlight your value
proposition for the recruiting company. The discussion is complemented by
an overview of strategies for managing the personal experience interview
and creating a meaningful narrative about your own strengths and
weaknesses that showcases your value to the recruiter. Management
Consulting Delivering an Eﬀective Project Pearson Education The book is
aimed at students taking dedicated management consulting modules and
work placement programmes at undergraduate and postgraduate level. It
is well suited to students of business as well as scientiﬁc and creative
disciplines who undertake a work-based project during the course of their
academic study. Vault Guide to the Case Interview Vault Reports
Incorporated Professional career guide from the Vault Career Library
providing detailed case-by-case explanations of the consulting interview
and strategies for cracking it. Cases in Online Interview Research SAGE
Publications In an era of constrained research budgets, online interviewing
opens up immense possibilities: a researcher can literally conduct a global
study without ever leaving home. But more than a decade after these
technologies started to become available, there are still few studies on
how to utilize online interviews in research. This book provides 10 cases of
research conducted using online interviews, with data collected through
text-based, videoconferencing, multichannel meetings, and immersive 3-D
environments. Each case is followed by two commentaries: one from
another expert contributor, the second from Janet Salmons, as editor. The
Ultimate Case Interview Workbook Exclusive Cases and Problems for
Interviews at Top Consulting Firms In "The Ultimate Case Interview
Workbook," you'll sharpen your case interview skills to dominate your
upcoming interview and land your dream consulting job. Taylor Warﬁeld, a
former Bain management consultant and interviewer, provides essential
practice problems and challenging cases to develop the skills needed to
get multiple job oﬀers. Use this workbook to access: 65+ problems tailored
towards each type of question in case interviews Feel conﬁdent across a
range of interview questions including framework questions, market sizing
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problems, proﬁtability assessments, breakeven analysis, charts & graphs
analysis, brainstorming questions, and other qualitative questions 15 fulllength cases based on McKinsey, BCG, and Bain interviews Build business
acumen across a variety of industries (e.g., technology, retail, healthcare,
energy, ﬁnance, non-proﬁt) and functions (e.g., strategy, operations)
Eﬃcient practice that can be done individually or with a partner Save
yourself time by working through carefully crafted practice problems and
cases that teach you a new concept, strategy, or takeaway each time
Warﬁeld's former students include undergraduates, MBAs, advanced
degree holders, and experienced hires. They have landed job oﬀers at top
consulting ﬁrms, including McKinsey, BCG, Bain, Deloitte, L.E.K., Oliver
Wyman, and Accenture as well as at Fortune 500 strategy groups. "I felt
really conﬁdent after my McKinsey interview - this book's cases prepared
me perfectly! They were very similar to the ones I received in my ﬁrst and
ﬁnal round interviews." -McKinsey Consultant, Wharton MBA Candidate "I
had very little time before my next BCG interview. This book provided me
with plenty of practice that I could do by myself. After working through
these cases, I felt excited going into my interviews." -BCG Associate,
Experienced Hire "These cases were much higher quality than those found
in other case books. The explanations were detailed and thorough and I got
to practice thinking like a true consultant." -Bain Consultant, Stanford
Undergraduate Also visit HackingTheCaseInterview.com for a one-week
online crash course to pass your upcoming interview. Consulting Interviews
Ace Your Case! Wetfeet.Com The McKinsey Way McGraw Hill Professional
"If more business books were as useful, concise, and just plain fun to read
as THE MCKINSEY WAY, the business world would be a better place." --Julie
Bick, best-selling author of ALL I REALLY NEED TO KNOW IN BUSINESS I
LEARNED AT MICROSOFT. "Enlivened by witty anecdotes, THE MCKINSEY
WAY contains valuable lessons on widely diverse topics such as marketing,
interviewing, team-building, and brainstorming." --Paul H. Zipkin, ViceDean, The Fuqua School of Business It's been called "a breeding ground for
gurus." McKinsey & Company is the gold-standard consulting ﬁrm whose
alumni include titans such as "In Search of Excellence" author Tom Peters,
Harvey Golub of American Express, and Japan's Kenichi Ohmae. When
Fortune 100 corporations are stymied, it's the "McKinsey-ites" whom they
call for help. In THE MCKINSEY WAY, former McKinsey associate Ethan
Rasiel lifts the veil to show you how the secretive McKinsey works its
magic, and helps you emulate the ﬁrm's well-honed practices in problem
solving, communication, and management. He shows you how McKinseyites think about business problems and how they work at solving them,
explaining the way McKinsey approaches every aspect of a task: How
McKinsey recruits and molds its elite consultants; How to "sell without
selling"; How to use facts, not fear them; Techniques to jump-start
research and make brainstorming more productive; How to build and keep
a team at the top its game; Powerful presentation methods, including the
famous waterfall chart, rarely seen outside McKinsey; How to get ultimate
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"buy-in" to your ﬁndings; Survival tips for working in high-pressure
organizations. Both a behind-the-scenes look at one of the most admired
and secretive companies in the business world and a toolkit of problemsolving techniques without peer, THE MCKINSEY WAY is fascinating reading
that empowers every business decision maker to become a better strategic
player in any organization. Consulting Frameworks Use on Your Next
Startup, in an Existing Small Business, Or to Ace the Case Interview
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Consulting frameworks are
what consultants use to frame a problem as well as its solution. Consulting
is a specialty of problem solving, and these frameworks act as shortcuts to
problem solving. It doesn't mean that they are exclusive to consulting!
anyone can learn them to help improve their problem solving skills! For the
ones interested in joining consulting, practicing 1000 cases doesn't help if
you don't use a framework consistently. Therefore a better approach for
preparation is to understand and memorize the frameworks followed by a
few cases only to store the framework in your long-term memory. Many
applicants practice cases for months and then are surprised that the cases
during the interview are not similar. I don't need to belabor this point too
much--you get it. Learn how to think with frameworks rather than brute
force your way through an unhealthy amount of cases. If you want practice
cases, most if not all consulting ﬁrms oﬀer their own cases online and for
free. Those are more than enough to practice. The Concise Reads Business
Success series is a collection of short reading material that highlights
important concepts in business education that every student, business
owner, and entrepreneur should know from accounting and incorporating,
to building a robust business plan and managing operations. We hope you
enjoy Peter's easy to read explanations. The aﬀordable pricing makes this
series available to anyone willing to learn and the concise aspect makes it
so it does not take more than a single day to learn or a single weekend to
master. Good luck and please review the book when you're done so that
others could see the value derived from this aﬀordable series. Thank you
for your interest and happy concise reading! Crack the Case System
Complete Case Interview Prep Turtle Hare Media Crack the Case System is
a complete training program, covering every aspect of the infamous "case
interview" favored by top management consulting ﬁrms and a growing
number of Fortune 500 companies. David Ohrvall's step-by-step approach
combines practical instruction on structuring, analytics and
communication, as well as insider tips and insights gained from training
thousands of candidates. CTCS includes over 150 bonus videos on
mbacase.com, 42 practice cases, homework and drills. About the author:
David Ohrvall is the global expert on the topic of case interviews. A
dynamic and sought-after speaker, he trains several thousand MBAs and
undergraduates each year at premiere business schools around the world,
including Wharton, Stanford, Harvard Business School, Chicago Booth,
Duke's Fuqua School of Business, INSEAD, Oxford and Cambridge. David
also has an extensive private coaching practice that has helped launch
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hundreds of candidates into consulting, venture capital, and a variety of
industries. David is a former management consultant (Bain & Company),
and a graduate of the Wharton School (MBA & undergrad). Learn more
about David at www.mbacase.com. Entrepreneurial Strategies of
Professional Service Firms An Analysis of Commercial Law Firm Spin-oﬀs in
Germany Springer Over the past years, knowledge-intensive industries
have gained signiﬁcant importance as economic factor, giving rise to
professional service ﬁrms (PSFs) such as law ﬁrms, accounting ﬁrms, or
consultancies. Following this development, the research interest especially
in the strategies pursued by PSFs has grown substantially. However, past
research focused mainly on strategies of established, mature PSFs, leaving
academics as well as potential entrepreneurs without guidance on what
newly founded, entrepreneurial PSFs should pay attention to in order to
ensure lasting competitive advantages. Based on an explorative grounded
theory analysis of two outstanding commercial law ﬁrm spin-oﬀs in
Germany, this work advances the research in this ﬁeld. In addition to a
detailed case study report, it oﬀers a comprehensive theoretical framework
and argues that PSFs have to employ a set of seven speciﬁc
entrepreneurial strategies – including for example service delivery, people
development, and client acquisition strategies – in order to successfully
manage the entrepreneurial phase. In providing examples for the growing
PSF industry, the ﬁndings on commercial law ﬁrm spin-oﬀs also inform
entrepreneurship research in other professions Cases on Consumer-Centric
Marketing Management IGI Global As marketing strategies remain an
essential tool in the success of an organization or business, the study of
consumer-centered behavior is valuable in the improvement of these
strategies. Cases on Consumer-Centric Marketing Management presents a
collection of case studies highlighting the importance of customer loyalty,
customer satisfaction, and consumer behavior for marketing strategies.
This comprehensive collection provides fundamental research for
professionals and researchers in the ﬁelds of customer relations,
marketing communication, consumer research, and marketing analytics for
insights into practical aspects of marketing in any organization. The Case
for Capitalism Palala Press This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
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available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant. Getting Started in Consulting John Wiley &
Sons The deﬁnitive guide to getting out of the oﬃce and getting into
consulting Getting Started in Consulting, Fourth Edition is the acclaimed
real-world blueprint to professional and ﬁnancial freedom. For nearly two
decades, this invaluable resource has helped thousands of people quit the
daily grind and become their own boss. This practical and motivational
guide provides the tools and knowledge to control your future and secure
your fortune. From establishing goals and sorting out the legal and
ﬁnancial paperwork, to advanced marketing strategies and relationship
building techniques, this indispensable book oﬀers step-by-step
instructions for you to establish and grow your own consultancy business.
This extensively revised and updated fourth edition includes new and
expanded coverage on topics including utilizing informal media, changes in
legal and ﬁnancial guidelines, key distinctions of wholesale and retail
businesses, and much more. Author Alan Weiss delivers expert advice on
how to combine minimal overhead with optimal organization to produce
maximum income. Every step in the process is clearly explained, including
ﬁnancing, marketing, bookkeeping, establishing your fees, and more. This
guide is a comprehensive, one-stop source for everything you need to
prosper in the rapidly expanding world of private consultancy. Adopt a
pragmatic and proﬁtable strategy to achieve incredible results from your
consultancy business Learn to identify and address the most commons
issues facing your prospects and clients Leverage technology to reduce
labor, maximize proﬁtability, and increase discretionary time Access
sample budgets, case studies, references and appendices, downloadable
tools and forms, and online resources The modern business landscape
presents unique opportunities for those willing to take the leap from
corporate oﬃces to home oﬃces. Getting Started in Consulting, Fourth
Edition is the must-have guide for anyone seeking to cut their own path to
their own consulting business. Caselette Blue Rose Publishers Caselette is
a one of its kind consulting casebook consisting of interview transcripts,
frameworks and deep dives of 40 industry standard case problems and
guesstimates, which allows candidates to be better equipped for their
consulting interviews and aids an aspiring consultant in developing a vivid
knowhow of the consulting world. Handbook of Business Problem Solving
McGraw-Hill Companies Leading management consultants oﬀer pragmatic
advice for solving complex problems in all aspects of business including
corporate growth and management, marketing, production, distribution,
and cost control Vault Guide to the Case Interview Professional career
guide from the Vault Career Library providing detailed case-by-case
explanations of the consulting interview and strategies for cracking it.
Vault.com Guide to the Case Interview "The information you need for your
consulting cases, including: Framework for structuring and conquering
case questions. Actual case interview questions with strategies. What to
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expect from your case. Real life case interview experiences. Must-know
consulting lingo. How to solve questions."--Back cover. Case Master
Thoughtful Cases for Competitive Future Consultants Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform Case Master is a curated collection of
thoughtful practice cases for consulting which will enable you to get a
competitive edge for your upcoming case interviews. Case Master cases
are all made to the highest standard and are custom-designed for optimal
preparation and achieving mastery of all the core skills for case interviews:
analysis, synthesis, calculation, estimation, and creativity. Maximizing the
breadth and depth of your learning, Case Master is the only resource to
oﬀer concept-driven cases, challenging blindspots, "guesstimateable" axis
variables, customizable case diﬃculty, and handy case kits for partner
practice. Alone or with a practice partner, with Case Master you will
scrutinize all fundamental case types (proﬁt-and-loss, sales growth, market
entry, investment, and counter-competition) and you will learn: 1 set of
universal business categories applicable to any consulting case, 2
meanings of "positioning" and 3 meanings of "push vs. pull," 4 types of
economic inputs and outputs, 10 trending concepts to expand your
problem-solving toolkit, 40 essential business metrics and terms, and much
more at Case Master Club online. Whether you are a graduate student or
an experienced professional seeking to break into strategy consulting,
Case Master will be an investment into your professional future and will
help you develop higher levels of both competence and conﬁdence. Go
beyond the resources that competing contenders already know and dare to
become a Case Master. Consulting Frameworks 101 The 5 Steps Of Case
Interviewing And More: Consulting Strategy Frameworks How do you
become a world-class consultant? This is the question on the minds of
thousands of young consultants as they graduate from the classrooms of
the world's business schools to the oﬃces of top consulting ﬁrms. Yet, few
of them have been formally trained on the concepts that elevate
consultants to the top of their ﬁeld. Don't worry, this Consulting
Frameworks 101 guide will provide you with Consulting Frameworks and
will help you: - THE 5 STEPS OF CASE INTERVIEWING - THE 3 C'S - SWOT
ANALYSIS - PESTEL - PORTER'S FIVE FORCES - 4 PS OF MARKETING - THE
MCKINSEY M&A FRAMEWORK - BCG GROWTH MATRIX - PORTER'S VALUE
CHAIN - FINANCIAL TOOLS & NEED TO KNOW SIMPLE MATH And much more!
Strategy Making in a Crisis From Analysis to Imagination Edward Elgar
Publishing Michael Gibbert presents a thoughtful theoretical framework
allowing readers to critically think about imaginations related to strategy
making. His research is based on a highly complex case and diversiﬁed
context allowing us to understand the use of diﬀerent theories in an
integrated way. Gilbert Probst, World Economic Forum, Geneva,
Switzerland Putting imagination center stage in strategy making is a long
overdue perspective, one that can renew the ﬁeld. Michael Gibbert makes
an important contribution through this integrative framing. Yves Doz,
INSEAD, France If you can t imagine the future of your company, how are
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you supposed to shape it? This book helps appreciate and execute
imaginative strategy making. Martin Hoegl, WHU Otto Beisheim Graduate
School of Management, Germany Which strategy making approach works
best in a crisis? In current literature, the recommendations oscillate
between prediction, control, and practice, but this unique book focuses
speciﬁcally on strategy making in a crisis. In a crisis, the business
landscape is neither stable nor predictable, resources are scarce rather
than abundant, customers disappear and shareholders revolt, all of which
can make prediction and control very diﬃcult. Drawing on evidence from
philosophy, and on a multi-year case study of a major multinational,
Michael Gibbert points to three diﬀerent kinds of imaginations and
proposes a three-step model for imaginative strategy making. Introducing
new topics on this subject, Strategy Making in a Crisis will strongly appeal
to top-level managers, including corporate development departments, and
business-unit level strategy. Postgraduate students will also receive ideas
for their own theses, not only from the content, but also from the approach
which is deductive and integrates management theories using social
science literature and methodology.
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